
the whole weaving system. Syncro-
Drive does not operate with cams,
because a cam motion can’t be run
independently and requires pre-
acceleration of the shedding device.
The propeller shaft is replaced by an
electronic wave (See Figure 2). 

Eliminating the propeller shaft
minimizes vibrations in the
Jacquard machine frame. Thus,
ground vibrations are reduced and
speed variations are less than 1 per-
cent. Next, the harness runs very
quietly. With lower vibration, one
can assume a longer lifetime of the
harness and the modules,  as
machine vibrations or oscillations
can shorten the life of critical com-
ponents considerably.

Furthermore, a change of the shed
closing can be programmed on the dis-
play via specialized circuits, and also the
pick can be found without reed beat-up.
This results in improved weft monitor-
ing without limiting the weaving
machine’s stop angle. After the stop, an
electro-pneumatic, spring-loaded hold-
ing brake prevents the independent
rotation of the Jacquard drive, even
when there is no power.

With SyncroDrive, thanks to the
quiet harness, the warp stresses are
lowered, and the warp and weft stop
values can be reduced (See Table 1).

Lowered speed fluctuations and,
of course, reduced material wear are
additional advantages. The Syncro-
Drive concept, with its EFF1-rated
drives, achieves up to 10-percent
higher speeds with minimal heat
accumulation and the same energy
requirement. The soft start and stop
are very gentle on the material,
which is important for the life cycle
of the shedding elements as well as
the increased lifetime of the
machine, resulting in reduced oper-
ating costs. These factors are said to
ensure the highest standards in
functionality and quality security.

Fewer Warp Breaks
Not to be underestimated in the

weaving process is the number of
warp breaks: The patented Dynamic-
WarpGuide (DWG), made of spring

steel, is a dynamic back rest roller-free
arrangement offering synchronous
movement with the shed motion,
which allows ideal tension compensa-
tion when changing the upper and
lower shed, even at maximum
machine speed — thus preventing the
movement of the interlacing points.
An optimal fabric spread by the tem-
ple is therefore assured. 

A Step Into The Future
According to the inventors at

Dornier, in a first-class weaving
mill, the use of SyncroDrive could
lead to a reduction by more than 50

percent of vibrations in the building
and its environment. These values
are remarkable. The advantages of
the SyncroDrive are really only
apparent when one is standing in
front of the weaving machine in
operation. It is amazing to see how
the weaving and Jacquard machines
operate separately. At Dornier’s
technical center, the author was able
to see for himself the very quiet run-
ning of the weaving machine in
operation. Without exaggeration,
one can say that this new concept
will make a big noise in the global
weaving community.
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DORNIER SyncroDrive®

Direct drive
-33%

Figure 1

Conventional drive Separate drives

JM

WM WM

JM

SyncroDrive® Jacquard 
with two small motors

WM

about 250 W

about 250 W

Cardan shaft
weave-by-wire®

One large drive with clutch/brake unit 
and angular gears for JM and WM

electronic wave

Figure 2 JM = jacquard machine; WM = weaving machine
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DORNIER SyncroDrive® Versus Direct Drive
Comparison of power consumption at the startup of the weaving machine

Drive Schemes
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